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Presents proof that an advanced black African civilization inhabited the Sahara long before
Pharaonic Egypt • Reveals black Africa to be at the genesis of ancient civilization and the human
story • Examines extensive studies into the lost civilization of the “Star People” by renowned
anthropologists, archaeologists, genetic scientists, and cultural historians as well as the authors’
archaeoastronomy and hieroglyphics research • Deciphers the history behind the mysterious Nabta
Playa ceremonial area and its stone calendar circle and megaliths Relegated to the realm of
archaeological heresy, despite a wealth of hard scientific evidence, the theory that an advanced
civilization of black Africans settled in the Sahara long before Pharaonic Egypt existed has been
dismissed and even condemned by conventional Egyptologists, archaeologists, and the Egyptian
government. Uncovering compelling new evidence, Egyptologist Robert Bauval and astrophysicist
Thomas Brophy present the anthropological, climatological, archaeological, geological, and genetic
research supporting this hugely debated theory of the black African origin of Egyptian civilization.
Building upon extensive studies from the past four decades and their own archaeoastronomical and
hieroglyphic research, the authors show how the early black culture known as the Cattle People not
only domesticated cattle but also had a sophisticated grasp of astronomy; created plentiful rock art at
Gilf Kebir and Gebel Uwainat; had trade routes to the Mediterranean coast, central Africa, and the
Sinai; held spiritual and occult ceremonies; and constructed a stone calendar circle and megaliths at
the ceremonial site of Nabta Playa reminiscent of Stonehenge, yet much older. Revealing these “Star
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People” as the true founders of ancient Egyptian civilization, this book completely rewrites the history
of world civilization, placing black Africa back in its rightful place at the center of mankind’s origins.
This volume reflects the most recent state of research on ancient Egypt presented and discussed at the
international conference Current Research on Egyptology XVII, May 2016. Nine papers are arranged
chronologically covering the wide time span from the Predynastic till the Graeco-Roman Period, with
the remaining five considering more general thematic, theoretical and cross-cultural topics. Papers reexamine the archives from early exacavations of pre-Dynastic tombs in the light of modern research;
discuss various types of object from different periods; consider the roles of travelling artists and
regional artistic schools styles and the mobility of ancient high-skilled craftsmen. Thematic,
theoretical, and cross-cultural papers consider the relation of gods, cosmic sacredness and fertility
beliefs; take a comparative approach to cultural identity extracted from narrative poetry of Greek and
Egyptian origin; the inclusion of Egyptian musical elements incorporated into Greek traditions and
the analysis of artifacts from the Egyptian collection of Zagreb, illustrating the range of information
that essentially unprovenenced objects may have for future research.
The sixth annual Current Research in Egyptology symposium took place from 6th-8th January 2005
at the University of Cambridge. Although the topics covered by the papers were many and varied, if
there is a general theme it would be that of exploring the borders and parameters of the discipline of
Egyptology. Contents: Preface; Symposium papers not included in this volume; Bringing Egypt out of
academia: Outreach and inclusion in the Petrie Museum (Yvette E Balbaligo); Pepi I and the Temple
of Satet at Elephantine (Richard Bussmann); The unique Amun-Re at Luxor Temple (Andras
Gulyas); Ostraca, literature and teaching at Deir el-Medina (Fredrik Hagen); Children and the dead
in New Kingdom Egypt (Nicola Harrington); 'It is better to be silent than speak in vain': The
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challenge of producing proverbs in Demotic and Greek (Nikolaos Lazaridis); Egyptian artefacts from
Central and South Asia (Rachel R Mairs); Investigating Ancient Egyptian Towns: A case study of Itjtawy (Claire Malleson); A study of Ramesside royal women's tombs in the Valley of the Queens
(Heather Lee McCarthy); Designing materials for language self-instruction: A case study of Middle
Egyptian (Anne Morrison); New consideration on Campbell's Tomb (Mike Stammers); The material
significance of Predynastic and Early Dynastic palettes (Alice Stevenson); Egyptian royal women and
diplomatic activity during the New Kingdom (Georgia Xekalaki).
The sixteenth Current Research in Egyptology (CRE) conference was held from the 15–18 April 2015
at the University of Oxford and once again provided a platform for postgraduates and early career
Egyptologists, as well as independent researchers, to present their research. These proceedings for
CREXVI represent the wide-range of themes that were offered by delegates during the conference.
Papers focus on the theme of travel in ancient Egypt from a wide range of perspectives such as
concrete or abstract travels, travel in space and time, travel inside, to, or from Egypt, travel in
literature, travel of beliefs and ideas or travel of objects.
Manual of Egyptian Archaeology and Guide to the Study of Antiquities in Egypt
Ancient Egyptian and Mediterranean Studies
The Palermo Stone and Its Associated Fragments
Current Research in Egyptology 2014
A History of World Egyptology
Violence and Gender in Ancient Egypt

This book presents a detailed analysis and thorough study of the
unique collection of Ancient Egyptian beads in the Petrie Museum
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of Egyptian Archaeology in London. The book first discusses the
archaeological value of beads and the method employed in the
study of them, especially emphasizing the importance of the
technique of bead-making for dating purposes. It then examines
and evaluates various schemes for the classification of beads.
The book goes on to propose a new classification system and
works out a comprehensive corpus of beads with the aid of
sixteen plates. Next, the book features a chronological survey
that details the material, typology (including the technical
peculiarities), use, arrangement and pictorial representation of
beads throughout the nine divisions or periods of Ancient
Egyptian history. This survey points out the characteristics of
each period as well any contact Egypt may have experienced with
foreign countries as shown by the beads. It also corrects much
wrong identifications of materials and mistaken datings. This
book is based on the Ph.D dissertation written by pioneering
Chinese archaeologist Xia Nai when he studied in London College
University some 70 years ago and who had direct access to
considerable firsthand resources at the forefront of Egyptology
research. It represents a crucial and long-awaited advance in
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archaeology, not only for Egypt but for the study of the past
across Africa and beyond.
This book will try to give a review of the history of the
studies of Ancient Egypt done in Southeast Europe, and present
some of the latest research. The book comprises a selection of
papers in which scholars from various institutions of the region
reviewed the different aspects of past studies along with recent
research in the field.
Become an Egyptologist ! Our fascination with ancient Egypt
actually extends back to the dynastic periods itself. Royal
family members and key princes during some New Kingdom eras were
very interested in the mysterious and storied history of their
home land and worked to preserve monuments, stories, temples,
etc. When the Arabs finally ended the Egyptian culture, for all
intents and purposes, the interest in the history of the nation
did not die with the end of dynastic Egypt. The Arabs themselves
were highly fascinated with the enduring and rather strange
culture they bore witness to. What most of us would consider to
be the academic study of ancient Egypt, Egyptology, is thought
to have begun during the invasion of Napoleon and the French. We
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know that Napoleon had a keen interest in ancient Egypt and
after his successful invasion, he wished to learn as much about
this mystical land as he could. He sent out a bevy of scholars
and researchers to document everything they could about the
monuments, culture, and administration of this land. With each
passing year, we learned more and more about these people and
also the importance of preserving their history for posterity.
History is not only a rich, highly entertaining story, but it is
a valuable lesson about where we came from and how we got to be
what we are today. Hundreds of years have passed since the first
westerners entered Egypt with the intent to uncover the secrets
of this mysterious land. And while she has yielded some of her
secrets, there is still a great deal to be discovered about
Egypt, and also much that is probably permanently lost to the
proverbial sands of time.
The thirteenth Current Research in Egyptology (CRE) conference
was held from the 27th – 30th March 2012 at the University of
Birmingham and once again provided a platform for postgraduates
and early career Egyptologists, as well as independent
researchers, to present their research. These proceedings for
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CREXIII represent the wide-range of themes that were offered by
delegates during the conference, and cover all periods of
Egyptian history; from Predynastic skeletal analysis through to
Egyptology during the Islamic Middle Ages. These twelve papers
include gender studies, analysis of Egyptian festivals,
revisiting of chronological models, archaeological reanalysis of
ancient landscapes, as well as social, historical and linguistic
studies allowing a new appraisal of many aspects of Egyptian
culture and history.
Science in the Study of Ancient Egypt
Ancient Egypt: A Very Short Introduction
A Study of the Chapels in the Workmen's Village at El Amarna
with Special Reference to Deir El Medina and Other Sites
Biological Anthropology and the Study of Ancient Egypt
Egyptology, Egyptomania, Egyptian Modernity
The Basics
This publication attempts to convey the huge potential of bio-anthropology in the
study of ancient civilizations. It is based on the papers presented at an
international colloquium in 1990 by over 20 experts in the field.
*Includes pictures *Includes ancient accounts *Includes online resources and a
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bibliography for further reading Africa may have given rise to the first human
beings, and Egypt probably gave rise to the first great civilizations, which
continue to fascinate modern societies across the globe nearly 5,000 years later.
From the Library and Lighthouse of Alexandria to the Great Pyramid at Giza, the
Ancient Egyptians produced several wonders of the world, revolutionized
architecture and construction, created some of the world's first systems of
mathematics and medicine, and established language and art that spread across
the known world. With world-famous leaders like King Tut and Cleopatra, it's no
wonder that today's world has so many Egyptologists. What makes the
accomplishments of the Ancient Egyptians all the more remarkable is that Egypt
was historically a place of great political turbulence. Its position made it both
valuable and vulnerable to tribes across the Mediterranean and the Middle East,
and Ancient Egypt had no shortage of its own internecine warfare. Its most
famous conquerors would come from Europe, with Alexander the Great laying
the groundwork for the Hellenic Ptolemy line and the Romans extinguishing that
line after defeating Cleopatra and driving her to suicide. Perhaps the most
intriguing aspect of ancient Egyptian civilization was its inception from the
ground up, as the ancient Egyptians had no prior civilization which they could
use as a template. In fact, ancient Egypt itself became a template for the
civilizations that followed. The Greeks and the Romans were so impressed with
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Egyptian culture that they often attributed many attributes of their own
culture‒usually erroneously‒to the Egyptians. With that said, some minor
elements of ancient Egyptian culture were, indeed, passed on to later
civilizations. Egyptian statuary appears to have had an initial influence on the
Greek version, and the ancient Egyptian language continued long after the
pharaonic period in the form of the Coptic language. Although the Egyptians may
not have passed their civilization directly on to later peoples, the key elements
that comprised Egyptian civilization, including their religion, early ideas of state,
and art and architecture, can be seen in other pre-modern civilizations. Indeed,
since Egyptian civilization represented some fundamental human concepts, a
study of their culture can be useful when trying to understand many other premodern cultures. Though he couldn't have known it, the various scholars and
scientists Napoleon brought to Egypt kicked off modern Egyptology, and a
general fascination across the West. Until about 200 years ago the writing of the
ancient Egyptians was an enigma to the world, but that changed when an ancient
Egyptian monument known today as the Rosetta Stone was discovered (or
rediscovered serendipitously) by French soldiers in Egypt in 1799. Now one of
the most famous monuments in the world, the Rosetta Stone is a black granite
stele that was inscribed with texts in Greek and two different scripts of the
ancient Egyptian language: demotic and hieroglyphs. Although damaged over
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time, the Rosetta Stone still stands nearly four feet tall and over two feet wide,
and it originally stood probably between five and six feet tall (Andrews 1982, 12).
The discovery of the Rosetta Stone finally provided researchers with a way of
reading the Egyptian language based on an understanding of the Greek
translation. As more individuals headed for Egypt and made more
groundbreaking discoveries, the interest in Egypt heightened, as did knowledge
about ancient history, despite the fact it happened so long ago and covered an
immense span of time. Thanks to all these efforts, modern Egyptologists are able
to learn an incredible amount about different periods through reading the
surviving texts currently preserved in museums throughout the world.
Violence and Gender in Ancient Egypt shifts the focus of gender studies in
Egyptology to social phenomena rarely addressed through the lens of gender –
war and violence, exploring the complex intersections of violence and gender in
ancient Egypt. Building on current discussions in philosophy, anthropology, and
sociology, and on analysis of relevant historic texts, iconography, and
archaeological remains by looking at possible gender patterns behind evidence
of trauma, the book bridges the gap between modern understandings of
gendered violence and its functioning in ancient Egypt. Areas explored include
the following: differences in gendered aggression and violent acts between
people and deities; sexual violence; the taking of men, women, and children as
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prisoners of war; and feminization of enemies. By examining ancient Egyptian
texts and images with evidence for violence from different periods and contexts –
private tombs, divine temples, royal stelae, papyri, and ostraca, ranging over
3,000 years of cultural history – Violence and Gender in Ancient Egypt highlights
the complex intersection between gender and violence in ancient Egyptian
culture. The book will appeal to scholars and students working in Egyptology,
archaeology, history, anthropology, sociology, and gender studies.
Science in the Study of Ancient Egypt takes an innovative and integrated
approach to the use of scientific techniques and methodologies within the study
of ancient Egypt. Accessibly demonstrating how to integrate scientific
methodologies into Egyptology broadly, and in Egyptian archaeology in
particular, this volume will help to maximise the amount of information that can
be obtained within a study of ancient Egypt, be it in the field, museum, or
laboratory. Using a range of case studies which exemplify best practice within
Egyptian archaeological science, Science in the Study of Ancient Egypt presents
both the scientific methods of analysis available and their potential applications
to Egyptologists. Although Egyptology has mainly shown a marked lack of
engagement with recent archaeological science, the authors illustrate the
inclusive but varied nature of the scientific archaeology which is now being
undertaken, demonstrating how new analytical techniques can develop greater
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understanding of Egyptian data.
In Memory of William A. Ward
The Oxford Handbook of Egyptology
Proceedings of the Thirteenth Annual Symposium
The Private Chapel in Ancient Egypt
Wine & Wine Offering In The Religion Of Ancient Egypt
Imperialism, Colonialism and Modern Appropriations
The book's central proposition is that the prominent feature of
the hiero-glyphic script which Egyptologists call
"determinatives" makes up an elabo-rate system of classifiers.
All items of the lexicon take motivated pictorial classifiers.
By this device, the script reflects the map of
knowledgeorganization of ancient Egyptian culture. The book aims
to reveal the principles and constraints governing the
codification of the ancient Egyptian universe in this system.
There is, to date, no comprehensive study, either in Egyptology
or in cognitive linguistics, of the hieroglyphic classifiers as
a structured system. The present work attempts to fill the
existing hiatus by bridging the disciplines of Egyptology and
cognitive studies, using the tools of the latter to elucidate
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the former and thus perhaps arrive at new perspectives on both.
From the Egyptological angle, the book deals with the ancient
Egyptians' nomenclature for "items in the world" and the
relationship between lexicon and the knowledge organization.
However, the events occurring in the picture-script render
cognitive processes visible to our inspection hundreds of years
before they have ripened into the Egyptian language. This
"visibility" bears directly on a number of crucial questions in
cognitive linguistics and ethnobiology. The book also includes
an introduction to the hieroglyphic script.
This companion provides the very latest accounts of the major
and current aspects of Egyptology by leading scholars. Delivered
in a highly readable style and extensively illustrated, it
offers unprecedented breadth and depth of coverage, giving full
scope to the discussion of this incredible civilization.
Provides the very latest and, where relevant, well-illustrated
accounts of the major aspects of Egypt?s ancient history and
culture Covers a broad scope of topics including physical
context, history, economic and social mechanisms, language,
literature, and the visual arts Delivered in a highly readable
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style with students and scholars of both Egyptology and GraecoRoman studies in mind Provides a chronological table at the
start of each volume to help readers orient chapters within the
wider historical context
Table of Contents: Preface; William A. Ward (1928-1996);
Bibliography of William A. Ward; The Absolute Date of the Montet
Jar Scarabs (Daphna Ben-Tor); A Funerary Address to the Highpriest Harmakhis (J.F. Borghouts); A coffin from Farshût in the
Museum of Fine Arts, Boston (Edward Brovarski); The Hieroglyphic
Representation of the Moon's Absence (Psdntyw) (Leo Depuydt);
Hurrian Incursions and the End of the Middle Bronze Age in SyriaPalestine: A Rejoinder to Nadav Na'aman (William G. Dever); The
Social Setting of the Peoples of the Ancient Near East: An
Assessment of Johannes Pedersen (1883-1977) (Ernest S.
Frerichs); The Near East Background of the Rigveda (Cyrus H.
Gordon); Representations of the Elserly in Ancient Mesopotamian
Literature (Rivkah Harris); An Attic Red Figure Chous with
Heroes in the Museum of Art, Rhode Island School of Design (R.
Ross Holloway); Re-Discovering Elephants at Petra! (Martha Sharp
Joukowsky); Queen Khamerernebty II and Her Sculpture (Barbara S.
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Lesko); The Perception of Women in Pharaonic Egyptian Wisdom
Literature (Leonard H. Lesko); A Much-Published Byblite Cylinder
Seal (Geoffrey T. Martin); La Désignation juridique des femmes,
d'après les documents contractuels et judiciaires de l'Égypte
Ancienne (Bernadette Menu); The Levantine Branch of the von
Heidenstam Family in the 19th Century A.D. (R.S. Merrillees);
Phoenician Inscriptions from Beirut (Hélène Sader); William A.
Ward and Beirut: Archaeological News from the Capital of his
Choice (Helga Seeden); The Significance of Anointing in Ancient
Egyptian Funerary Beliefs (Stephen F. Thompson); Bronzes in the
Field Museum of Natural History in Chicago (Rolf Winkes).
Egyptian Archaeology explores ancient Egypt using a uniquely
archaeological approach, drawing on original research to both
synthesize and challenge existing scholarship. Written by
leading Egyptologists, based on original research and fieldwork
Illustrates how practical research is a vital component of any
theory-based discussion about the ancient world Examines the
cultural and historical processes of ancient Egypt from a global
perspective Visually engaging with over 80 illustrations
Chapters explore fundamental issues and themes, but focus on
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specific periods and key archaeological sites
The Materiality of Texts from Ancient Egypt
Ancient Egypt
Egyptian Archaeology
Conflicted Antiquities
Current Research in Egyptology 17
Egyptology: The History and Legacy of the Modern Study of
Ancient Egypt
Ancient Egypt: The Basics offers an accessible and comprehensive introduction to the
history, archaeology and influence of this fascinating civilization. Coverage includes:
A survey of Egyptian history from its earliest origins to the coming of Islam Life and
death in ancient Egypt Key archaeological discoveries and important characters
Egypt’s impact and reception through to the modern day Lively and engaging, this is
an indispensable resource for anyone beginning their studies of Egyptian history,
culture and archaeology, and a must-read for anyone who wants to learn more about
the country’s long and captivating past.
The ancient Egyptians are an enduring source of fascination - mummies and
pyramids, curses and rituals have captured the imagination of generations. We all
have a mental picture of ancient Egypt, but is it the right one? How much do we
really know about this great civilization? In this absorbing introduction, Ian Shaw
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describes how our current ideas about Egypt are based not only on the thrilling
discoveries made by early Egyptologists but also on fascinating new kinds of
evidence produced by modern scientific and linguistic analyses. He also explores the
changing influences on our responses to these finds, through such media as
literature, cinema and contemporary art. Each chapter deals with a different aspect
of ancient Egypt, from despotic pharaohs to dismembered bodies, and from
hieroglyphs to animal-headed gods. ABOUT THE SERIES: The Very Short Introductions
series from Oxford University Press contains hundreds of titles in almost every
subject area. These pocket-sized books are the perfect way to get ahead in a new
subject quickly. Our expert authors combine facts, analysis, perspective, new ideas,
and enthusiasm to make interesting and challenging topics highly readable.
This book addresses some of the main themes of the study of Egypt during the
nineteenth and twentieth centuries. In a combination of case studies and discursive
chapters, the status of Egypt as an important example of traditional Asian
scholarship, and as an ancient model of imperialism itself, is examined. Contributions
range from studies of nineteenth century antiquarianism, and the collecting of
Egyptian antiquities as an extension of the territorial ambitions and rivalries of the
European powers, to explorations of how Egypt is understood and interpreted in
contemporary societies. Views of Ancient Egypt also considers the way in which
Ancient Egypt has been adopted by less privileged members of some societies as a
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cultural icon of past greatness.
Presents the latest research in Egyptology on the theme of Ancient Egypt in a Global
World This selection of 23 papers from the 15th annual Current Research in
Egyptology symposium addreses the interregional and interdisciplinary theme of
ïAncient Egypt in a Global WorldÍ. This theme works on a number of levels
highlighting the current global nature of Egyptological research and it places ancient
Egypt in the wider ancient world. The first section presents the results of recent
excavations, including in the western Valley of the Kings and analysis of the
structures, construction techniques, food production and consumption remains at Tell
Timai (Thmuis) in the Delta. Part II focuses on the cross-cultural theme with papers
including discussions on the presence in India of terracotta figurines from Roman
Egypt; the ancient Egyptian influence of Aegean lion-headed divinities; Libyan
influence in New Kingdom and Third Intermediate Period Egyptian administration and
the identifcation of ancient Egyptian finds from the British countryside reported to
the Portable Antiquities Scheme. The third part of the book includes current research
undertaken across the world of Egyptology, including analysis of late Roman
crocodile mummies though non-invasive radiographic imaging techniques and the
study of infant jar-burials in ancient Egypt and Sudan to identify differences in
regional socio-economic contexts and the interaction between people and local
resources. The editors of this volume are all PhD candidates at University College and
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KingÍs College London
Board Games Across Borders
Prophets, Lovers and Giraffes
Unwrapping Ancient Egypt
A History of Research Into Ancient Egyptian Culture in Southeast Europe
Wor(l)d Classification in Ancient Egypt
Royal Annals of Ancient Egypt
Reveals many aspects of the Ancient Egyptian 36,000-year-old civilization, such as: their
societal/political system—the source of Plato's Ideal Republic and Laws, and their knowledge and
practices in medicine, music, science, manufacturing, industries, trades, and much, much more.
It is widely believed that the practice of ancient Egyptian religion ceased with the end of pharaonic
culture and the rise of Christianity. However, an organised reconstruction and revival of the
authentic practice of Egyptian, or Kemetic religion has been growing, almost undocumented, for
nearly three decades. Profane Egyptologists is the first in-depth study of the now-global phenomenon
of Kemeticism. Presenting key players in their own words, the book utilises extensive interviews to
reveal a continuum of beliefs and practices spanning eight years of community growth. The existence
of competing visions of Egypt, which employ ancient material and academic resources, questions the
position of Egyptology as a gatekeeper of Egypt's past. Exploring these boundaries, the book
highlights the politised and economic factors driving the discipline's self-conception. Could an
historically self-imposed insular nature have harmed Egyptology as a field, and how could inclusive
discussion help guard against further isolationism? Profane Egyptologists is both an Egyptological
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study of Kemeticism, and a critical study of the discipline of Egyptology itself. It will be of value to
scholars and students of archaeology and Egyptology, cultural heritage, religion online,
phenomenology, epistemology, pagan studies and ethnography, as well as Kemetics and devotees of
Egyptian culture.
This book is dedicated to the study of Ancient Egyptian archaeology and gives insight into civil,
military and religious architecture of Egypt as well as the information about Egyptian tombs,
painting, sculpture and industrial arts. Contents: Architecture--Civil and Military Houses Fortresses
Public Works Religious Architecture Materials; Principles of Construction Temples Decoration
Tombs. Mastabas Pyramids Tombs of the Theban Empire; the Rock-cut Tombs Painting and
Sculpture Drawing and Composition Technical Processes Sculpture The Industrial Arts Stone, Clay,
and Glass Wood, Ivory, Leather; Textile Fabrics Metals
The rich history of Egypt has provided famous examples of board games played in antiquity. Each of
these games provides evidence of contact between Egypt and its neighbours. From pre-dynastic rule to
Arab and Ottoman invasions, Egypt's past is visible on game boards. This volume starts by
introducing the reader to board games as well as instruments of chance and goes on to trace the
history and distribution of ancient Egyptian games, looking particularly at how they show contact
with other cultures and civilizations. Game practices, which were also part of Egyptian rituals and
divination, travelled throughout the eastern Mediterranean. This book explores the role of Egypt in
accepting and disseminating games during its long history. Over the last few years, the extent and the
modes of contact have become better understood through museum and archival research projects as
well as surveys of archaeological sites in Egypt and its surrounding regions. The results allow new
insight into ancient Egypt's international relations and the role of board games research in
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understanding its extent. Written by three authors known internationally for their expertise on this
topic, this will be the first volume on Ancient Egyptian games of its kind and a much-needed
contribution to the field of both Egyptology and board games studies.
Profane Egyptologists
Current Research in Egyptology 2005
Ancient Egypt in Medieval Arabic Writings
The Prehistoric Origins of Ancient Egypt
A Companion to Ancient Egypt, 2 Volume Set
Egyptology: The Missing Millennium

*Includes pictures *Includes online resources and a
bibliography for further reading "The man who knows and
dwells in history adds a new dimension to his
existence...He lives in all time; the ages are his, all
live alike to him." - Flinders Petrie Africa may have given
rise to the first human beings, and Egypt probably gave
rise to the first great civilizations, which continue to
fascinate modern societies across the globe nearly 5,000
years later. From the Library and Lighthouse of Alexandria
to the Great Pyramid at Giza, the Ancient Egyptians
produced several wonders of the world, revolutionized
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architecture and construction, created some of the world's
first systems of mathematics and medicine, and established
language and art that spread across the known world. With
world-famous leaders like King Tut and Cleopatra, it's no
wonder that today's world has so many Egyptologists. Though
he couldn't have known it, the various scholars and
scientists that Napoleon Bonaparte brought to Egypt during
his military campaigning there kicked off modern
Egyptology, and a general fascination across the West.
Until about 200 years ago, the writing of the ancient
Egyptians was an enigma to the world, but that changed when
an ancient Egyptian monument known today as the Rosetta
Stone was discovered (or rediscovered serendipitously) by
French soldiers in Egypt in 1799. Now one of the most
famous monuments in the world, the Rosetta Stone is a black
granite stele that was inscribed with texts in Greek and
two different scripts of the ancient Egyptian language:
demotic and hieroglyphs. Stelae like the Rosetta Stone were
monuments that ancient Egyptian kings inscribed texts on,
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usually to proclaim a battle victory or a legal decree.
Since the kings who commissioned stelae to be built
believed that the information they contained were
important, they were usually large, as is the case with the
Rosetta Stone. Although damaged over time, the Rosetta
Stone still stands nearly four feet tall and over two feet
wide, and it originally stood probably between five and six
feet tall (Andrews 1982, 12). The discovery of the Rosetta
Stone finally provided researchers with a way of reading
the Egyptian language based on an understanding of the
Greek translation. As more individuals headed for Egypt and
made more groundbreaking discoveries, the interest in Egypt
heightened, as did knowledge about ancient history, despite
the fact it happened so long ago and covered an immense
span of time. William Mathew Flinders Petrie, more commonly
known as Flinders Petrie, was among the second wave of
Egyptologists who saw the need to modernize the study of
ancient Egypt by introducing scientific techniques from
other fields of study. During his life and career, Petrie
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discovered many tombs, developed several influential
theories, and changed the way in which modern archaeology
is practiced. Petrie's methods are, for the most part,
still used today, and archaeologists from a wide array of
studies owe a debt of gratitude to the Englishman. Petrie's
life was fascinating in many respects beyond the firsts he
recorded in the fields of archaeology and Egyptology. As
Petrie excavated in Egypt and Palestine and taught and
wrote in England, his career and life crossed paths with
the famous and the yet to become famous. Petrie worked and sometimes quarreled - with most luminaries in his
fields, and while he influenced several of them, he was
always willing to learn from others. In the process, he met
important statesmen, philosophers, fellow explorers, and
even a one-armed resistance leader. Thanks to all these
efforts, modern Egyptologists have been able to learn an
incredible amount about different periods through reading
the surviving texts currently preserved in museums
throughout the world and in the many temples and tombs in
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Egypt.
Egyptology: The Missing Millennium brings together for the
first time the disciplines of Egyptology and Islamic
Studies, seeking to overturn the conventional opinion of
Western scholars that Moslims/Arabs had no interest in preIslamic cultures. This book examines a neglected period of
a thousand years in the history of Egyptology, from the
Moslem annexation of Egypt in the seventh century CE until
the Ottoman conquest in the 16th century. Concentrating on
Moslem writers, as it is usually Islam which incurs blame
for cutting Egyptians off from their ancient heritage, the
author shows not only the existence of a large body of
Arabic sources on Ancient Egypt, but also their usefulness
to Egyptology today. Using sources as diverse as the
accounts of travelers and treasure hunters to books on
alchemy, the author shows that the interest in ancient
Egyptian scripts continued beyond classical writers, and
describes attempts by medieval Arab scholars, mainly
alchemists, to decipher the hieroglyph script. He further
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explores medieval Arab interest in Ancient Egypt,
discussing the interpretations of the intact temples, as
well as the Arab concept of Egyptian kingship and state
administration—including a case study of Queen Cleopatra
that shows how the Arabic romance of this queen differs
significantly from Western views. This book will be of
great interest to academics and students of archaeology,
Islamic studies and Egyptology, as well as anyone with a
general interest in Egyptian history.
The kings of ancient Egypt's first five dynasties were
responsible for the creation of a unique and enduring
civilisation, epitomised by its most impressive monuments,
the pyramids. Yet what do we know about the reigns of these
kings? Excavations have revealed much; but Egyptology has
always been blessed with another rich source of
information, the written texts and inscriptions composed by
the ancient Egyptians themselves. For the history of the
first five dynasties, one particular series of inscriptions
has always been of prime importance. This is the collection
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of inscribed, stone fragments known as the royal annals.
Now divided between museums in Palermo, Cairo and London,
these documents from ancient Egypt have been the focus of
countless studies in the century or so since they first
came to light. For they seem to record the reigns of
Egypt's early kings on a reign-by-reign, year-by-year
basis. The information they contain has been translated,
interpreted and re-interpreted by generations of
Egyptologists, in the hope of achieving a better
understanding of the first great period of ancient Egyptian
history. And yet amazingly for such crucial documents, no
complete edition of all seven surviving fragments has ever
been published. Royal Annals fills this gap. The text is
accompanied by specially-commissioned, detailed linedrawings of all the fragments.
This student-friendly introduction to the archaeology of
ancient Egypt guides readers from the Paleolithic to the
Greco-Roman periods, and has now been updated to include
recent discoveries and new illustrations. • Superbly
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illustrated with photographs, maps, and site plans, with
additional illustrations in this new edition • Organized
into 11 chapters, covering: the history of Egyptology and
Egyptian archaeology; prehistoric and pharaonic chronology
and the ancient Egyptian language; geography, resources,
and environment; and seven chapters organized
chronologically and devoted to specific archaeological
sites and evidence • Includes sections on salient topics
such as the constructing the Great Pyramid at Giza and the
process of mummification
Illustrated Guide to the Study of Egyptology
The Modern Revival of Ancient Egyptian Religion
New Approaches to the Study of Textual Material from the
Early Pharaonic to the Late Antique Period
Black Genesis
Egyptology - the Study of Ancient Egyptian History
An Introduction to the Archaeology of Ancient Egypt
First runner-up for the British-Kuwait Friendship Society Book Prize in Middle Eastern Studies
2015. In ancient Egypt, wrapping sacred objects, including mummified bodies, in layers of cloth
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was a ritual that lay at the core of Egyptian society. Yet in the modern world, attention has
focused instead on unwrapping all the careful arrangements of linen textiles the Egyptians had
put in place. This book breaks new ground by looking at the significance of textile wrappings in
ancient Egypt, and at how their unwrapping has shaped the way we think about the Egyptian
past. Wrapping mummified bodies and divine statues in linen reflected the cultural values
attached to this textile, with implications for understanding gender, materiality and hierarchy in
Egyptian society. Unwrapping mummies and statues similarly reflects the values attached to
Egyptian antiquities in the West, where the colonial legacies of archaeology, Egyptology and
racial science still influence how Egypt appears in museums and the press. From the tomb of
Tutankhamun to the Arab Spring, Unwrapping Ancient Egypt raises critical questions about the
deep-seated fascination with this culture – and what that fascination says about our own.
First published in 1995. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor & Francis, an informa company.
The Oxford Handbook of Egyptology offers a comprehensive survey of the entire study of
ancient Egypt from prehistory through to the end of the Roman period. It seeks to place
Egyptology within its theoretical, methodological, and historical contexts, indicating how the
subject has evolved and discussing its distinctive contemporary problems, issues, and potential.
Transcending conventional boundaries between archaeological and ancient textual analysis, the
volume brings together 63 chapters that range widely across archaeological, philological, and
cultural sub-disciplines, highlighting the extent to which Egyptology as a subject has diversified
and stressing the need for it to seek multidisciplinary methods and broader collaborations if it is
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to remain contemporary and relevant. Organized into ten parts, it offers a comprehensive
synthesis of the various sub-topics and specializations that make up the field as a whole, from
the historical and geographical perspectives that have influenced its development and current
characteristics, to aspects of museology and conservation, and from materials and technology as evidenced in domestic architecture and religious and funerary items - to textual and
iconographic approaches to Egyptian culture. Authoritative yet accessible, it serves not only as
an invaluable reference work for scholars and students working within the discipline, but also as
a gateway into Egyptology for classicists, archaeologists, anthropologists, sociologists, and
linguists.
Ancient EgyptEgyptology - the Study of Ancient Egyptian History
Proceedings of the Fifteenth Annual Symposium
Ancient Egyptian Beads
Proceedings of the Sixth Annual Symposium which Took Place at the University of Cambridge,
6-8 January 2005
For the Use of Students and Travellers
Views of Ancient Egypt Since Napoleon Bonaparte
Current Research in Egyptology 2012
The Materiality of Texts from Ancient Egypt offers nine articles with
new approaches to the material aspects of writing, writing
supports, and scribal practice from Pharaonic to Late Antique
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Egypt. Case studies include Greek and Egyptian papyri and ostraca,
inscriptions and graffiti. (40w)
A History of Egyptology is a ground-breaking reference work that
traces the study of ancient Egypt. Spanning 150 years and global in
purview, it enlarges our understanding of how and why people have
looked, and continue to look, into humankind's distant past through
the lens of the enduring allure of ancient Egypt. Written by an
international team of scholars, the volume investigates how
territories around the world have engaged with and have been
inspired by Egyptology, and how that engagement has evolved over
time. Each chapter presents a specific territory from an institutional
and national perspective, while examining a range of transnational
links as well. The volume thus touches on multiple strands of
scholarship, embracing not only Egyptology, but also social history,
the history of science and reception studies. It will appeal to
amateurs and professionals alike.
First published in 1991. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor & Francis,
an informa company.
The history of Ancient Egypt has been studied in the region of
Southeast Europe since the end of the nineteenth century. In some
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of the countries this was not the case for various reasons, but
mainly because of the undeveloped scholarly capabilities and
institutions, insufficient funds for archaeological research in Egypt,
and the lack of cooperation with scholars from other countries.
From the 1960s, however, this situation has changed for the better,
firstly with the numerous publications of the diffusion of the
Ancient Egyptian cults during Graeco-Roman period, and then with
publications (articles, catalogues, books) on Ancient Egyptian
collections in various museum institutions located in Southeast
Europe. From the early 1990s one can trace the increased
production of various scholarly papers in which researchers from
Slovenia, Croatia, Serbia, Macedonia, Romania, and Bulgaria not
only researched the Egyptian cults in the Roman Empire, but also
on the various aspects of history, religion and literature of Ancient
Egypt. Their work, however, was mostly unknown to the scholars
outside the region primarily because the results were written in the
native languages. This book will try to give a review of the history
of the studies of Ancient Egypt done in Southeast Europe, and
present some of the latest research. The book comprises a selection
of papers in which scholars from various institutions of the region
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reviewed the different aspects of past studies and the development
of the research of the Ancient Egypt in some countries, along with
recent research in the field. We hope that this publication will be
useful for all scholars who are unfamiliar with the historiography of
this region.
Flinders Petrie: The Life and Legacy of the Father of Modern
Egyptology
Ancient Egyptians at Play
Current Research in Egyptology
The Ancient Egyptian Culture Revealed
Conflicted Antiquities is a rich cultural history of European and Egyptian interest in
ancient Egypt and its material culture, from the early nineteenth century until the midtwentieth. Consulting the relevant Arabic archives, Elliott Colla demonstrates that the
emergence of Egyptology—the study of ancient Egypt and its material legacy—was as
consequential for modern Egyptians as it was for Europeans. The values and practices
introduced by the new science of archaeology played a key role in the formation of a
new colonial regime in Egypt. This fact was not lost on Egyptian nationalists, who
challenged colonial archaeologists with the claim that they were the direct heirs of the
Pharaohs, and therefore the rightful owners and administrators of ancient Egypt’s
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historical sites and artifacts. As this dispute developed, nationalists invented the
political and expressive culture of “Pharaonism”—Egypt’s response to Europe’s
Egyptomania. In the process, a significant body of modern, Pharaonist poetry,
sculpture, architecture, and film was created by artists and authors who looked to the
ancient past for inspiration. Colla draws on medieval and modern Arabic poetry, novels,
and travel accounts; British and French travel writing; the history of archaeology; and
the history of European and Egyptian museums and exhibits. The struggle over the
ownership of Pharaonic Egypt did not simply pit Egyptian nationalists against European
colonial administrators. Egyptian elites found arguments about the appreciation and
preservation of ancient objects useful for exerting new forms of control over rural
populations and for mobilizing new political parties. Finally, just as the political and
expressive culture of Pharaonism proved critical to the formation of new concepts of
nationalist identity, it also fueled Islamist opposition to the Egyptian state.
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